The origins and some motivational details of a collection of nonlinear mixed complementarity problems are given. This collection serves two purposes. Firstly, it gives a uniform basis for testing currently available and new algorithms for mixed complementarity problems. Function and Jacobian evaluations for the resulting problems are provided via a GAMS interface, making thorough testing of algorithms on practical complementarity problems possible. Secondly, it gives examples of how to formulate many popular problem formats as mixed complementarity problems and how to describe the resulting problems in GAMS format. We demonstrate the ease and power of formulating practical models in the MCP format. Given these examples, it is hoped that this collection will grow to include many problems that test complementarity algorithms more fully.
Introduction
Recently, an extension to the GAMS modeling language has been developed which allows the formulation and solution of complementarity problems via GAMS. The use of GAMS speeds both the formulation of new models and the application of new algorithms to existing problems. As an aid to those developing new algorithms and to those wishing to formulate their own complementarity problems, we have developed a library of test problems. This report describes the origin and structure of the problems in the library. It is our intention that those developing complementarity solvers use the models in MCPLIB both to test their solvers and as a standard of comparison with other algorithms.
Several of the problems in the library have arisen from problems in economics. While an understanding of the underlying economics is not necessary in order to use the problems, it can be helpful; some of the problems have characteristics best understood in the context of the economics which determine them. Since this is the case, the economic background behind some of the models is given in this report; this has been done at a level which assumes little, if any, knowledge of economics.
While a GAMS model should be as self-documenting as possible, this report provides documentation which one could not hope to include with the code. It is hoped that by using this report, a user can gain a deeper understanding of the models in MCPLIB; references are provided as well.
Regardless of the origin of a complementarity problem, it must be correctly expressed as a mixed complementarity problem, or MCP, in order to be solved using GAMS. Letting In contrast to the standard complementarity problem, lower and upper bounds on the variables x are explicitly included in MCP. This is of critical importance in developing e cient solution algorithms. In Section 2, we describe some basic types of problems which serve as source problems for the models in the library. The relationship between the source problems and the MCP is summarized brie y and will be used in discussing the derivation of the models in the MC-PLIB library. Included in the library are all the problems attempted in 13], 26], and 8]. Furthermore, new problem classes such as extended linear-quadratic programming and general equilibrium models are also included. In addition, a number of large general equilibrium models have been formulated by Rutherford 34] and are available directly from GAMS. The wide range of disciplines from which the MCPLIB models are drawn shows the versatility of the MCP format and the ease with which these models can be coded in GAMS. Currently, two solvers are available for solving these models, and new ones can easily be included. An AMPL version of the library, complete with solver interface routines, is currently under development.
Section 3 contains the descriptions of the larger, more complex models in the library, and a discussion of their derivation, where appropriate. The details of how to express these MCP's in the GAMS language are not discussed in this paper, but the actual GAMS les are publicly available via anonymous ftp from ftp.cs.wisc.edu:~/pub/mcplib/. Section 4 contains numerical results for some of the problems in the library; these augment the numerical results given in 8] .
A word about notation is in order. The transposition of a matrix or vector A is denoted by A > . The inner product of two vectors in IR n is de ned as hx; yi := x > y = n X i=1 x i y i
If is a subset of f1; : : : ; ng, x := (x i ); i 2 . The concept of complementarity is central to our discussion. We will use the following notation to indicate a complementary function / variable pair and its associated bounds:
f(x) 0; x 0; ? (2) This should be understood to mean that as well as satisfying the indicated constraints, hf(x); xi = 0.
Problem Types
A number of well-known problem classes can be formulated as MCP's. The models in MCPLIB are drawn from nonlinear equations, nonlinear programming, nonlinear complementarity problems, and variational inequalities.
Nonlinear Equations
The nonlinear equations problem is that of nding a zero of a function F : IR n ! IR n , where the argument to F is unconstrained. If the bounds l and u in the MCP are set to ?1 and 1 respectively, the MCP variable x is unconstrained. Conditions (1c) and (1d) imply that both w and v are 0, so that (1a) reduces to requiring that x be a zero of F.
Nonlinear equations are of crucial importance in applications, and examples abound in the literature (e.g. the CUTE problems 3] and the Minpack-2 problems 1]). We include in MCPLIB examples of a distillation column model contributed by R. Fletcher and described in 23]. In this model, a steady state solution is sought in which a feed stream supplies material near the middle of a column and liquid and vapor are drawn out of the bottom and top of the column, respectively. GAMS models corresponding to each of three data sets (hydrocarbon-6, hydrocarbon-20, and methanol-8) are given. The damped Newton method employed by the PATH solver solves each of these problems. These problems are included as examples of how the many nonlinear equations models in the literature can be put into GAMS/MCP format.
Nonlinear Programming
Nonlinear programs consist of minimizing a smooth function of several variables over a feasible set de ned by a number of constraints on these variables, as follows: minimize x f(x) subject to x 2 X := fx j g(x) 0; x 0g (P) Here x 2 IR n , while f : IR n ! IR and g : IR n ! IR m are continuously di erentiable functions. 
When f and g are convex functions, it is well known that solving (KKT) is su cient for (P), in the sense that a solution (x; u) for (KKT) yields a solution x for (P). However, under slightly more restrictive assumptions, this equivalence can be made complete.
Theorem 2 ( 20] ) Let f and g be convex, continuously di erentiable functions de ned on an open, nonempty subset X 0 of IR n , and let g satisfy a suitable constraint quali cation ( 20] These conditions constitute an MCP. If, in addition, x 0, the problem has the form (KKT).
Nonlinear Complementarity Problems
Given a function F : IR n ! IR n of x, the nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP) is to nd x such that F(x) 0; x 0; ? :
(NCP) The NCP is formulated as an MCP by setting u = +1 and l = 0. In this case, (1d) implies that v = 0, while the rest of (1) implies that F(x) and x are non-negative and complementary. When F is a ne, we have a linear complementarity problem (LCP).
A small example of an NCP, due to Kojima When equality constraints are used to de ne X, the associated dual variables u are free.
The Model Library
The models discussed in this section have all been formulated in GAMS/MCP format. While many of the models are discussed in some detail, parameter values are not given in this report, since they can be found in the GAMS les. Table 1 lists the models currently contained in the library. In addition, some of the model types are described below. The problem of computing a Nash equilibrium appears often in the literature (see 25, 12, 13] ). The problem concerns a number of rms, each competitively producing a common good. We de ne the following: N number of rms, indexed i = 1; : : : ; N x = (x i ) production vector; rm i produces a quantity x i of the good e > x, the sum total of the quantity being produced p( ) inverse demand function; p( ) is the unit price at which consumers will demand (and actually purchase) a quantity C i (x i ) the production cost for rm i; note that this is the total cost, not a per{unit cost. The rms comprise a market which we assume evolves over a number of time periods. At the beginning of each period, each rm sets its production level x i so as to maximize its own pro t, under the assumption that the production for all other rms remains constant at some level x j ; j 6 = i. (These rms are said to operate in a Nash manner.) Intuitively, a Nash equilibrium point x is a production pattern in which no rm can increase its pro t by unilaterally changing its level of production. Since no rm chooses to change its production in the current period, there is no change in the market, hence the equilibrium. Mathematically, a Nash equilibrium is a vector x such that 8 i;
x i 2 arg max
The KKT conditions for (4) take the following simple form:
which we call the Nash equilibrium conditions. In conformity with generally accepted economic behavior, the inverse demand function p is assumed to be strictly decreasing, the cost function C to be convex, and the \industry revenue curve" p( ) to be concave for 0. Under these assumptions, the objective function in (4) is concave 25]. By Theorem 2, the Nash equilibrium conditions (NE) are both necessary and su cient for x to maximize (4) . By combining the Nash equilibrium conditions for each i, we get an NCP in N variables.
The functions p and C used in the GAMS le nash.gms are de ned below; c i ; L i ; i ; and are parameters, with > 1. Another Nash equilibrium problem is given by Choi et. al. in 4] . In this problem, the rms are di erentiated by the characteristics of the analgesic pain relievers they produce, rather than by production costs, while demand is determined by the prices and ingredient lists of the pain relievers. Data for this problem, and a description of the demand function, are given in the le choi.gms.
A Spatial Price Equilibrium Model -sppe.gms
In 11], Harker gives a number of models which describe the spatial and competitive structure of markets embedded in a network (i.e. a set of nodes and the arcs connecting them). Each node represents a unit or site separated spatially from the others. In each model, a spatial price equilibrium is sought. One competitive structure modeled is an oligopoly, a market situation in which a few producers control the deliveries to and demands from a large number of buyers. In our example, each producer tries to maximize the pro t associated with his production of a single commodity common to all producers. We de ne the following:
L set of distinct production units or sites W L L set of transportation arcs between the sites in L Q set of producers, or rms, operating in the market t ij ; ij 2 W ow from site i to site j c ij (t ij ); ij 2 W unit transportation cost at level t ij d lq amount of commodity produced by rm q delivered to site l. We will assume that each rm q acts in a Nash manner (see Section 3.1) when making decisions regarding the following quantities: s i ; i 2 I q the amounts produced at the sites q controls d lq ; l 2 L amount of rm q's production delivered to each site in L t ij ; i 2 I q ; j 2 L ow from sites under rm q's control to each site in L.
The aggregation of these variables is rm q's strategy vector x q . The constraints on x q are those which ensure a conservation of ow at each site. Constraints for sites which rm q controls are more complicated than those for sites outside of rm q's control. The supply, delivery, and transportation variables are subject to lower and upper bounds, which we have taken to be 0 and +1, respectively. Thus, the set X q of feasible strategies for the rm q is 
Let X := Q q2Q X q , so that x 2 X is a feasible strategy for all rms. Firm q's pro t is then given by the function f q :
c ij (t ij )t ij ; (6) so that rm q wishes to nd a strategy x q which solves the following problem: maximize xq2Xq f q (x) subject to x p = x p 8 p 6 = q; (7) where x p is the current strategy employed by rm p. If we assume that, for all l; i; j 2 L, l (d l ) is a decreasing function, C l (s l ) is a convex function, and c ij (t ij ) is an increasing function, then f q is convex. If f q is de ned on the feasible set X and X contains a positive point, then, by applying a theorem from Rockafellar ( 27] , Theorem 27.4), we see that problem (7) is equivalent to VI(rf q ; X q ), where f q is di erentiated with respect to x q . A spatial price equilibrium 11] is therefore a point x which solves the following VI:
The GAMS model for this problem can be obtained from (8) or, more directly, from the KKT conditions for (7). The particular model formulated contains 3 sites and 3 rms, so that each rm controls only one site; the relevant functions are de ned as follows:
While this particular example is somewhat limited, the GAMS model is coded for the general situation, where each rm controls multiple sites.
In 36], Tobin describes a spatial price equilibrium in a multi-commodity market modeled as a network. In this example, the variables are the prices at the various nodes in the network. These prices determine supply and demand, and not conversely, as in Harker's SPPE model. The competitive structure assumed in this example is one of perfect competition; it's \every node for itself". We de ne the following: l = 1; : : : ; n the nodes (markets) in the network k = 1; : : : ; p the commodities being traded in the network = ( lk ) price vector; for each node-commodity pair (l; k), lk is the unit price of commodity k at node l D lk ( ) demand for commodity k at node l S lk ( ) supply of commodity k at node l a = (ij) an arc in the network, from node i to node j A = A la ] the standard node-arc incidence matrix. A is mainly zeros, with these (9d) A set of ows and prices are feasible if they satisfy conditions (9a) and (9b). Condition (9c) and the complementarity condition (9d) imply that if the delivered price strictly exceeds the local price, no commodity is being delivered, and that if there is a commodity being delivered, its delivered price equals the local price.
If we relax the conservation of ow constraint (9b) to allow excessive supply, we get the 
The following lemma gives conditions under which the conditions for a SPE are equivalent to the NCP de ned in (10 , an economy containing a number of goods, a number of utility-maximizing consumers, and a number of pro t-maximizing producers is described. Both consumers and producers act as price-takers, that is, they assume that the market price for each good does not change as a result of their actions. The role of the consumers here is to demand goods; this demand is determined by the prices. The producers determine their optimal levels of production based on these demands. Our objective is to nd an equilibrium, or a steady state, for the economy. More speci cally, we de ne the following: i = 1; : : : ; m indices corresponding to the m types of goods or commodities in the economy j = 1; : : : ; n index corresponding to the n sectors or types of production processes in the economy p = (p i ) vector of prices for the goods b = (b i ) vector of initial endowments for the goods (i.e. the amount of each good initially available) d(p) = (d i (p)) consumer demand functions; given a price vector, the demand for good i is d i (p) y = (y j ) vector of activites; y j is the activity or production level in sector j A = (a ij ) technology matrix; a unit production level in sector j results in an output of a ij units of good i. A good in excess supply has a zero price, and a positive price implies market clearance:
At equilibrium, no activity earns a positive pro t; if this were the case, others would step in to duplicate the activity, driving the pro t to zero. Condition (12b) characterizes the equilibrium as Walrasian; there is no excess demand for any good. Condition (12e) implies that goods in excess supply have a zero price; if we assume that the goods are \desirable", (i.e. any good with a zero price must be in demand), then (12e) implies that all markets clear, or that supply equals demand.
A noteworthy property of Walrasian models is the assumption that the demand function In the example given by Mathiesen 21] , the consumer demand function d(p) is determined by a single consumer; there is one production activity, and 3 goods. The problem is a di cult one because of the singularity of the Jacobian of the NCP formulation when no \ x" is applied, and because of the form of d:
If we require that P i a i = 1, then a i determines the fraction of the budget P k b k k spent on good i.
In 35], Scarf describes two similar Walrasian models, the smaller of which contains six commodities, eight activity sectors, and 6 consumers. Each consumer n has an initial asset e in of each good i; the initial endowment b i of good i is given by summing over all the consumers n. The individual initial assets are used in computing the demand function d, which is the sum of the individual consumers' demands. The equilibrium conditions (12) are the optimality conditions for this problem as well. In 2], a tra c assignment problem is given where there are 5 cities connected by a network of one{way links (see Figure 1) . In each city i, there is a shipper who must ship d i units of a commodity to city (i + 3). Thus, there are 5 origin-destination (OD) pairs in the network. There are only two paths or routes linking each OD pair, the inside and the outside paths.
On each of these paths, a delay is incurred, which is equal to the sum of the delays on the links in that path. The delay on a link k is determined by the ow on and near link k, and is given in terms of a convex function g and a parameter 0; we have taken g(x) := 1 + x + x 2 . Figure 1 gives the con guration of the network, and the link delay functions. It is assumed that all ow not intended for a city will bypass that city. Given a ow x y ! , we de ne the e ective delay between two cities in an OD pair to be the maximum delay among paths with non-zero ow between the two cities. The problem is to nd a feasible ow in which each user has minimized her e ective delay, subject to all other users' ows remaining constant. This occurs when the delay on every path with non-zero ow is the minimum among all paths between the corresponding OD pair. This ow is optimal in the sense that no user can reduce her e ective delay by adjusting the ows she controls, while remaining feasible.
The conditions described in the above paragraph can be encapsulated by the optimality conditions VI(T; X), where T x y ! := outside-delay(x) inside-delay(y) ! : (13) This VI in 10 variables and 5 demand constraints can be written simply as an NCP in 15 variables, if the demand constraints are relaxed to permit excess ow (there is no excess ow at the solution; clearly, sending excess ow increases any user's e ective delay.) The simple demand constraints lead to NCP(G), where so that for F(z) := A > T(a + Az), VI(T; X) is equivalent to VI(F; B). The intuition behind this latest VI is the clearest of any yet o ered: F i ( z) represents the di erence in delay between the outside and inside paths from node i at optimality. When the di erence is positive, the outside path is more expensive; all ow from node i should go to the inside. When the di erence is negative, the inside path is more expensive; all ow from node i should go to the outside. When the di erence is 0, any ow pattern from node i which satis es the demand constraints is acceptable. Since the feasible set B is rectangular, the VI(F; B) is an MCP. Thus, we need only solve an MCP in 5 variables, rather than the forty-plus variables in the problem on the links, or the 15 variables in NCP(G).
Computing an Invariant Capital Stock -hanskoop.gms
Hansen and Koopmans 10] consider the problem of determining an invariant optimal capital stock. In this problem, an economy is assumed to grow over an in nite number of time periods. The technology (i.e. the production processes which can be run) and the available resources are assumed constant over all time periods. At the beginning of each time period, the economy invests its capital goods into the production processes, which produce both capital goods and consumption goods. The capital produced will be invested in the next period, while the consumption goods produced determine the utility of the investment. The total utility is a discounted sum; that is, the utility earned by an investment of capital at time t is discounted by a factor of t , where the discount factor 2 (0; 1). We wish to nd an initial endowment of capital for which the investment strategy necessary to maximize the discounted sum of the utilities is constant. More formally, we have the following: r index for the set of resources types i index for the set of capital good types to be invested in production. j index for the set of production processes to run; each process consumes capital and resources, and produces capital and consumption goods. w = (w r ) The resources available at the beginning of each time period; this is assumed constant over time. z t = (z i ) t A capital stock; the amount of capital goods available for investment at the beginning of time period t. x t = (x j ) t The level at which to run the production processes during time period t. This e ectively determines the investment of the capital stock z t .
v(x) Utility derived from the production/investment speci ed by x. A = (a ij ) capital input matrix; running production process j at unit level requires a ij units of capital good i (A 0) B = (b ij ) capital output matrix; running production process j at unit level produces b ij units of capital good i (B 0) C = (c rj ) resource input matrix; running production process j at unit level requires c rj units of resource good r (C 0) 0 < < 1 discount factor for future utility Assuming an integer time variable t, and given an initial capital stock z 0 , we might wish to optimize our growth by solving the following: A solution of (14) maximizes the discounted sum of the utilities v; the feasibility conditions ensure that the growth path f(z t ; x t )g determining these utilities is consistent with the given technology and resource constraints. Notice that in (14) , the initial capital stock z 0 is given; this stock determines the optimal growth path. Note also that the sequence of capital stocks fz t g is not xed explicitly by the constraints in (14) . However, it is likely that, over time, some optimal pattern of investment and return may evolve; that is, the growth path approaches a constant value. This motivates the following problem. An initial capital stock z 0 is desired for which the optimal growth path does not vary. It should be noted that one cannot merely require that the path be constant, and optimize the choice of z 0 . The invariance of the path must be a result of the optimality conditions in (14) and the choice of z 0 , not of any explicit constraint. We will not derive here the conditions for a z 0 with a constant optimal growth path, since the motivation for the result is rather lengthy, and the proof is longer still. The interested reader is referred to 10], or to 7] for an example where v is linear.
We will assume that the utility function to be maximized in (14) is concave and continuously di erentiable. Under some reasonable constraints on the technology, and a regularity condition on z 0 , an initial capital stock z 0 whose optimal growth path (z t ; x t ) is constant satis es the following NCP: . While problems formulated in this way are generally more di cult to solve than the conventional quadratic program, there exists an elegant duality theory for ELQP, which can be exploited in solution procedures. In this section, the ELQP is de ned, and a signi cant special case is shown to be an instance of the MCP.
A problem in extended linear-quadratic programming is de ned using the primal variables u 2 IR n , the dual variables v 2 IR m , and the nonempty, polyhedral sets U IR n and V IR m . Let p 2 IR n and P 2 IR n n , and let q 2 IR m and Q 2 IR m m , where Q and P are both symmetric positive semi-de nite. In the ELQP model, some constraints are incorporated into a penalty or monitoring function added to the objective, rather than being considered explicitly. Given the set V and the matrix Q, this monitoring function is de ned as is a nonempty convex polyhedron that can be decomposed into nitely many polyhedral convex sets, on each of which V Q is quadratic (or linear); a similar result holds for UP and its e ective domain.
Thus, the objective function f is convex and piecewise linear-quadratic, as is ?g. This makes it di cult to apply techniques from smooth optimization in a straightforward manner.
However, duality theory can be used to show that problems (P) and ( The characterization of an optimal solution pair ( u; v) as a saddle point leads to a characterization in terms of a VI. We de ne
and note from Theorem 6 that the pair ( u; v) is optimal for (P) and (D) if and only if ( u; v) solves VI(T; U V ). Any ELQP can be reformulated as a conventional QP, and hence as a complementarity problem 32]. Unfortunately, this may greatly increase the problem size and disguise any special problem structure. Although specialized techniques can solve ELQP's quickly, we show that a frequently occurring special case of ELQP can be reformulated as an equivalent MCP, without any increase in size or loss of special structure. In a common practical situation 33, 32, 30] , the feasible sets U and V are rectangular. In this case, the VI(T; U V ) de ned by (18) is one involving only rectangular constraints, so that no reformulation is necessary to solve the problem as an MCP. In the remainder of this section, we discuss a continuous-time optimal control problem whose discretization results in a problem of this type.
Given a xed time interval t 0 ; t 1 ], we de ne the primal problem in terms of the instantaneous control variables u(t) 2 U IR k and the left endpoint control variables u L 2 U L IR k L ; the free state variables x(t) 2 IR n depend on these control variables. The data for the problem (i.e. the matricesÃ;B;C;D;P; andQ, the vectorsb;c;p; andq, and the feasible sets U and V ) are generally assumed to vary continuously in t; we will assume that these matrices are constant as well. We seek to minimize the functional
over the state trajectory dx dt (t) =Ãx(t) +Bu(t) +b; x(t 0 ) = B L u L + b L ; (19) where the subscripts L and R denote data and variables used to de ne boundary conditions at the left and right endpoints, respectively. In this model, the feasible sets U; U L ; V; and V R are bounded rectangular sets. The ELQP model arises as a discretization of the continuous problem above. The interval t 0 ; t 1 ] is divided into N segments, so that the variables u(t) and x(t) are discretized as follows,
where the arrows indicate the dependence of the state variables on previous states and controls, as determined by (19) . If we assume that t 1 ? t 0 = 1, the resulting discrete-time and the dots represent replication N times. In the GAMS implementation, the data elements for the continous-time problem are generated randomly, where the matricesP andQ are generated to be positive (semi)de nite. 
In 24], the force f is taken to be the constant c = 1.
In order to solve this problem numerically, the domain D is discretized by a triangulation 
If the force f acting on the membrane is taken taken to be the nonlinear function e v , the obstacle Bratu problem results. This problem, solved in 22, 15] , di ers from the one just described in that the components of the vector q are no longer constant but are a function of v, i.e., q i;j = e v i;j .
The Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Problem -ehl kost.gms
The problem of the elastohydrodynamic lubrication of cylinders in line contact is considered by Kostreva 19] . A particular example would consider (cylindrical) roller bearings lubricated by oil. The standard mathematical model for this problem is governed by 3 equations: a linear integral equation for the deformation of the cylinders, Reynolds' di erential equation for the pressure in the lubricant, and a linear integral equation which represents a balance of load constraint. If the lubricant pressure at position x is represented by p(x), then the thickness h of the lubricant lm between the cylinders at position x is given by h(x) = x 2 + k ? 2 Z b a p(s) ln jx ? sjds; (26) where k is a free variable of the model, x a is an inlet point and x b is an outlet point to be determined from the model solution, with x a < x b . The pressure will be positive between the inlet and outlet points, while the boundary conditions are p(x a ) = p(x b ) = p 0 (x b ) = 0. In the region of positive pressure, Reynolds' equation, which relates lubricant pressure to lubricant lm thickness, holds: 3 e p dp dx
Downstream of x b , the pressure will be 0, so that Reynolds' equation need not be satis ed; in this area, R(p; k) is allowed to become positive and reduces to dh dx . Since > 0, this represents a divergence of the cylinders downstream of the outlet point. The nal equation represents a constraint placed on the cumulative pressure required by the speci ed load on the cylinders:
Given the inlet point x a , the complementarity form of this problem makes use of nite di erence approximations to R and T on the interval x a ; x F ], where x F is chosen to be far downstream, so that x F > x b . Given a uniform grid of N intervals such that x F = x a +N x, let p i = p(x a + i x) and let h j = h(x a + j x) for i = 1; : : : ; N; j = i 1 2 . The values of h j at the intermediate points can be approximated by numerical integration of (26) or by the following, computationally recommended, integral obtained from (26) via integration by parts:
h(x) = x 2 + k + 1 + 2 Z x b xa (s ? x) ln jx ? sj dp ds ! ds: (29) In the GAMS model, both h j and T are approximated using the trapezoidal rule. The formula for h j is substituted into the nite di erence approximation to Reynolds' equation at the points x i for i = ?; for i = 1; : : : ; N:
As mentioned earlier, the location of the free boundary x b is not known a priori; it is determined as part of the solution to the complementarity problem. This is in contrast to other methods proposed for this problem, which rely on heuristics to locate the free boundary.
In 19], Kostreva considers examples where the free boundary has been mislocated by these techniques, as well as other examples where the computed lm thickness h di ers from previous results.
The elastohydrodynamic lubrication model is interesting both because of its highly nonlinear nature and because of its potentially large size. Unfortunately, it is a fully dense, so that sparse techniques cannot be used to improve performance. In his computational work, Kostreva 19 ] used a grid of size 0:05 on an interval of length 5, resulting in a highly nonlinear model with 100 equations. However, for higher pressure and load conditions, the solution to this problem develops a large pressure spike, which can be di cult to compute, and leads to ner grid approximations and larger problems.
Numerical Results
In this section, we give numerical results obtained by solving some of the models described above. Unless otherwise indicated, these results were obtained through the use of the PATH solver for MCP, described in 8] and running as a GAMS subsystem on a DECstation 5000/125. Solution times given are those reported as the resource usage in the GAMS listing le. Computational results for the models not considered in this section, and comparisons of the PATH solver to other MCP algorithms, are found in 8].
We consider rst the optimal control problem described in Section 3.6. This problem can be expressed and solved as both an MCP or a QP; we have taken both approaches in solving this problem. In our computational tests, we have solved a single continuous time problem with 8 control and 8 state variables and 8 dual control and 8 dual state variables. By varying the number of points N in the discretization of the continuous interval, we vary the problem size. The table below shows the times required to solve the problem for di erent values of N. The MCP's were solved using the PATH solver, while the QP's were solved using GAMS/MINOS 5.3 with the default parameters. The solution times and pivot counts were obtained by averaging the results of several runs using di erent random number seeds. A time limit of 10 hours was placed on all the runs, as the larger problems were not solvable using MINOS. Table 2 illustrates the e ectiveness of the PATH solver in solving large complementarity problems, and also provides further evidence for the validity of the MCP model. In the case of the ELQP given in Section 3.6, the QP formulation has proven much more di cult to solve than an equivalent formulation as an MCP. The MCP arising from the obstacle problem considered in Section 3.7 was solved using the PATH solver for N = 75 and with the obstacles A, B, and C, where the lower and upper bounds for obstacle A are v`(x; y) = sin(3:2x) sin(3:3x); v u (x; y) = 2000; for obstacle B, v`(x; y) = (sin(9:2x) sin(9:3x)) 3 ; v u (x; y) = (sin(9:2x) sin(9:3x)) 2 + :02;
and for obstacle C, v`(x; y) = (16x(1 ? x)y(1 ? y)) 3 ; v u (x; y) = (16x(1 ? x)y(1 ? y)) 2 + :01:
The data in Tables 2, 3 , 4, and 5 indicate that the PATH solver performs a large number of pivot steps when solving these large problems. This is to be expected: the pivotal techniques employed by the PATH solver place it among those QP solvers which use an active set strategy. For solvers that add or subtract one constraint at a time from the active set, the number of pivots required is bounded below by the di erence in size between the optimal and initial set of active constraints. This bound can be expected to grow with the size of the problem, as is seen in the computational examples presented in Table 2 . The nonlinear nature of the elastohydrodynamic lubrication model makes it particularly amenable to solution by the PATH solver. The stabilization techniques used by this solver enable the solution of models representing high load and speed with a minimum amount of dependence on the starting point used. Table 6 gives the solution times, major iterations and total pivots used to solve the EHL model for the indicated values of the parameters and . The parameter values represent increasing load and speed conditions for the bearing being modeled. The starting points were all taken to be the solution to the Hertzian (dry) case. It was not necessary to use solution points for lower values of and as initial points when solving for higher parameter values, as was done by Kostreva in 19] .
